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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

 
Zaplox Integrates Mobile Key Services with  

ASSA ABLOY Hospitality Hotel Locking Solutions 
 

Provider of efficient mobile key services for hotels becomes accredited  
ASSA ABLOY Hospitality Mobile Access Certified Partner 

 
JULY 13, 2015 — Zaplox, a market innovator of advanced Mobile Key Services for the global 

hospitality industry, announces its integration with the ASSA ABLOY Hospitality Mobile Access 

solution. This integration allows any property with RFID-ready locks installed to easily implement 

mobile access functionality for their guests, while 

experiencing the unique operational benefits that 

Zaplox Mobile Key Services provide. ASSA ABLOY 

Hospitality (formerly VingCard Elsafe) is the leading 

global provider of advanced hotel locking solutions with 

locks installed in over 7 million hotel rooms worldwide, 

thereby creating tremendous opportunity for Zaplox to 

further penetrate the global market. 

Through this new technology integration, hotel guests will be able to use their smartphone as a 

mobile key for guestroom access, as well as take part in additional offerings provided in the 

Zaplox Mobile Key Services app. This wide range of ancillary services, which can be made 

available in the app, includes mobile check-in and check-out, room 

upgrades, direct bookings, special offers and more.  

The ASSA ABLOY Hospitality Mobile Access Certified Partnership Program 

was established to allow third-party mobile application and solutions 

providers like Zaplox to integrate mobile access functionality into their 

existing mobile-based solutions for hoteliers. Using the combined solutions, 

hotels benefits from cost efficiencies through streamlined operations and revenue opportunities, 

allowing front desk staff to focus on other aspects of guest service and communication. 

Magnus Friberg, Zaplox’ CEO, says, “This is a strategic and important collaboration for Zaplox, 

since it provides the opportunity for all hotels using, or intending to use, ASSA ABLOY Hospitality 



locking systems, to upgrade their mobile solutions and integrate guestroom access at their 

properties. Through efficient check-in and a smarter service offering, hotels can differentiate 

themselves and enhance the guest experience by making it smooth and comfortable.“ 

For the hotel guest, the user-friendly Zaplox Mobile Key Services app is easily downloaded and 

available for all major smartphone platforms. Travelers can bypass traditional front desk check-in 

procedures. Additionally, mobile keys are highly secure, since a guest’s smartphone is less likely 

to be misplaced than a plastic keycard and typically is password protected. Should a guest lose 

their phone, mobile keys can easily be revoked and reassigned in real time by hotel staff. 

For more information on how Zaplox is revolutionizing mobile key services for hotels, please visit 

www.zaplox.com. 

### 

 
 
About Zaplox – Global Provider of Mobile Key Services | Zaplox operates globally, offering hotels and other 
commercial facilities efficient and secure mobile key services for opening doors with smartphones, in 
combination with revenue making services, all in one app and service platform. The solution from Zaplox has 
been in commercial use since 2011, and is installed in hotels, holiday dwellings and offices. It is easy to use and 
works on all major smartphones, in both Apple and Android platforms. The Zaplox solution can support major 
locks, hotel systems and access systems, and can replace or coexist with key cards, code locks and physical 
keys. Zaplox was founded in 2010 in Ideon Science Park, Lund, Sweden, and is established in both Europe and 
North America. For more information, please visit www.zaplox.com. 
 
 
 


